CITY OF NEW ORLEANS
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
POLICY MEMORANDUM NO. 122(R)

February 17, 2012

TO:

All Offices, Departments, and Boards Subject to the City’s
Purchasing, Contracting and Procurement System

FROM:

Andrew D. Kopplin, First Deputy Mayor and Chief Administrative
Officer

SUBJECT:

CEA, CONTRACT, AND GRANT ROUTINES

I.

PURPOSE
In an effort to further promote transparency and continue to provide
effective and efficient administrative guidance, this policy memorandum is
created for the purposes of streamlining the City’s contract routing
process and for the implementation of a protocol for the approval of
executive branch contracts.

II.

GOVERNING AUTHORITY
Chapter 3 section 4-302(5) of the City Charter authorizes the Chief
Administrative Officer (CAO) to “prescribe accepted standards of
administrative practice to be followed by all offices, departments, and
boards.”

III.

REQUIRED STEPS OF THE CONTRACT ROUTING PROCESS
Effective August 8, 2011, use of Electronic Contract Management System
(ECMS) is required for approvals of all CEAs, contracts, and grants.
Contracts not submitted through ECMS will be rejected without exception.
The manual reporting system for approvals shall only be used if the
electronic system is not in operation.
The office, department or board, hereafter referred to as “user entity”,
is responsible for obtaining all information necessary for the Law
department to prepare a contract including all required documentation for
the creation of the Electronic Contract Request, to be submitted through
the ECMS system 1. The Contract Request item checklist is listed in Exhibit
1A – 1F. The Contract Routing and Approval Process is diagrammed in
Exhibit 2. In general, original hardcopies of documents are no longer
required to be submitted by the Law Department. Therefore, with the
exception of original documents for payment bonds, performance bonds and
other documents specifically required by the Law Department on a case by
1
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case basis, the contract approval process no longer requires hardcopy
submissions by user entities.
If an Electronic Contract Request is rejected by any of the approval
levels, the request will be returned to the originating user entity.
Resubmittal of any rejected contract request requires a review by all
approval levels, including those who approved the contract request before
it was rejected. It is the responsibility of the user entity to collect
any required original forms or documents 2 delivered to the Law Department
for contract requests that were rejected at the approval or initial legal
review stage.
The routing steps are as follows:
1.
User Entity Department Head/Delegate submits the Electronic Contract
Request to the Deputy Mayor/Deputy CAO (refer to Exhibit 3A-3E for
instructions and Exhibit 1A-1F for checklist of required attachments).
If any hardcopy original documents are required, these shall be
submitted to the Law Department accompanied by a Contract Check Form
(refer to Attachment 1) the same day the electronic contract request
form is submitted for approval.
2.
Deputy Mayor/Deputy CAO approves Electronic Contract Request through
ECMS to indicate budgetary and policy approval.
3.
Bureau of Purchasing approves Electronic Contract Request through ECMS
to verify that proper procurement processes were followed.
4.
The Finance Department approves Electronic Contract Request through
ECMS to verify funding availability.
5.
Civil Service approves the Electronic Contract Request through ECMS to
ensure the contract does not overlap with services provided by city
employees.
6.
CAO approves the Electronic Contract Request through ECMS to verify
funding availability.
7.
Law Department receives the Electronic Contract Request and reviews
the file for completeness. The Law Department is required to reject
any incomplete packages including Electronic Contract Requests for
which hard copy required documentation was not received. Once the file
is accepted as complete, the Law Department assigns an attorney.
8.
Assigned Attorney Negotiates/Reviews/Drafts Contract in consultation
with User entity and approves the Electronic Contract through ECMS.
9.
Deputy City Attorney approves Electronic Contract through ECMS.
10. CAO performs evaluation of the final draft and approves through ECMS.
11. Law Department notifies User Entity and Vendor/Contractor that the
Contract is ready for signature; prints copies of the final draft;
makes available copies for Vendor/Contractor’s signature.
12. City Attorney signs contract and approves Electronic Contract through
ECMS.
13. Deputy City Attorney/Delegate routes hardcopy Contract to Executive
Counsel.
2
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14. Executive Counsel reviews, approves Electronic Contract through ECMS
and submits hardcopy Contract to the Mayor.
15. Mayor signs the Contract, and the Electronic Contract through ECMS.
Executive Counsel scans Original Executed Contract, attaches it
electronically to ECMS, and returns two (2) Original Executed
Contracts to Law Department.
16. User Entity and Vendor/Contractor are notified via email that Original
Executed Contract is available for vendor to pick up.
17. User Entity notifies the Bureau of Purchasing by forwarding the
system’s email (ECMS email) that the Contract has been executed and
requests that the Bureau of Purchasing issues a Purchase Order, if
applicable.
18. Law Department maintains the City’s Original Executed Contract. If
User Entity requires additional Original Executed Contracts for
construction recordation or other purposes, User Entity must notify
the Assigned Attorney upon submission of the Electronic Contract
Request. If necessary, the User Entity is responsible for completing
recordation.
19. Executed contract is posted online for public access.
IV.

EMERGENCY SITUATIONS/EXCEPTIONS
No contract shall be placed before the Mayor for signature without
confirmation of the above outlined routing procedure. No contract shall be
placed for the Mayor’s signature without allowing for (72) hours of proper
review and written approval of the CAO and City Attorney. Any deviation or
exceptions to the above detailed routing process shall either require
approval in writing of the originating department’s Deputy Mayor and CAO
(refer to Attachment 2 for the Contract Expediency Form) or be in
compliance with the appropriate contract and procurement emergency policy.

V.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
In order to guarantee accountability and high-quality performance in
contract routing, the CAO and/or his designee will implement a performance
measurement and management system for the process outlined in this policy
memorandum. All relevant departments and agencies shall work with the
CAO’s staff to develop, track, and analyze performance measures related to
the timeliness and quality of contract routing.

VI.

INQUIRIES.
Questions regarding this memorandum may be forwarded to the First Deputy
Mayor-Chief Administrative Officer Andrew D. Kopplin at (504) 658-8900.

